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PARIS MADRID 2011 
GREEN AVIATION CHALLENGE 

 

TECHNICAL RULES 
 

 

- Revision1 : Highlighted in grey 

 

1- Generality 

The general grading will be the sum of score of each flight leg and the noise test for the grading. Each 

flight leg will be scored on 4200 points (2000 points for the fuel consumption, 1200 points for the 

payload, 1000 points for the speed). The noise test will be scored on 2000 points. Each Paris Madrid 

2011 participant may gain up to 18 800 points. 

The team having the best score in the general grading of its category will be the winner of the PARIS-

MADRID 2011.  

A second grading will reward the participant that can estimate the most precisely their performance. 

Moreover the ORGANISERS will reward the fastest aircraft, the most ecological aircraft and the 

aircraft with the heaviest payload all along the challenge. This is not described in this document. 

In case of deroutement, announced on the challenge frequency by the challenge controllers, the 

competition will be cancelled for the concerned leg. 

2- Criteria 

� Speed in km/h 

� Payload (= Fuel weight + pax weight + luggage weight) in kg 

� Distance in flight en km (for Category I only) 

� Fuel consumption in L (for Category II only) : the fuel consumption on ground engine running 

and during airfield integration will be not be taken into account 

� Noise level in dBA 
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3- Main grading for each flight leg – Category I 

� Challenge flight legs : 

Departure Airfield Arrival Airfield Distance Date 

Ferté-Alais Chatellerault 270 km  17 june 

Chatellerault Tarbes 403 km 18 june 

Laloubère Laloubère Noise level test  19 june 

Tarbes Burgos 403 km 20 june 

Burgos Ocaña 354 km 21 june 

Tot=  1430 km  

 

All those airfields are defined as Step (noted S on the map hereafter). All the legs must be realized to 

be in the general grading (except in case of leg cancellation). 

For each flight leg, intermediary airfields (noted I on the map hereafter) will be defined before the leg 

by the PILOT so the participants will be able to land due to range, weather, etc. The result of the 

distance will be the distance performed in flight between the departure airfield (S) and this 

intermediary airfield (I). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� Criteria for grading : speed (in km/h), payload (in kg), distance (in km), noise level (in dBA) 

� Bonus 

If the TEAM reaches the final leg airfield in the same day, a bonus of 1000 points will be gained.  

� Malus 

If the TEAM stops out of an intermediary airfield, it will be penalized of 500 points.  

If the TEAM does not properly follow the navigation way described in briefing, the flight leg score will 

be equal to 0 point. 
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� Score :  

Let S1 the highest speed realized, SX the speed of the TEAM X and SSX the score related to the speed 

of the TEAM X: 

SSX= SX /S1 *1000 in points 

Let P1 the highest payload realized, PX the payload of the TEAM X and SPX the score related to the 

payload of the TEAM X: 

SPX= PX /P1 *1000 in points 

Let D1 the highest distance realized, DX the distance of the TEAM X and SDX the score related to the 

distance of the TEAM X: 

SDX= DX/D1 *1000 (in points) 

Let SX, the total score of the team X for one leg:  

SX = α * SSX+ β * SPX+ γ * SDX + Bonusx - Malusx 

With the following weighing factors: 

- α=1 

- β=1.2 

- γ=2  

4- Main grading for each leg– Category II 

� Challenge flight legs: 

Departure Airfield Arrival Airfield Distance Date 

Ferté-Alais Chatellerault 270 km  17 june 

Chatellerault Tarbes 403 km 18 june 

Laloubère Laloubère Noise level test  19 june 

Tarbes Burgos 403 km 20 june 

Burgos Ocaña 354 km 21 june 

Tot=  1430 km  

 

All the legs must be realized to be in the general grading (except in case of leg cancellation). 

� Criteria for grading : speed (in km/h), payload (in kg), fuel consumption (in l) 

� Malus 

If the TEAM does not properly follow the navigation way described in briefing, the leg result will be 

equal to 0 point. 

If the TEAM does not stop on the arrival airfield of the leg, it will be penalized. Then the score will be 

proportional of the distance done in flight. 
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� Score :  

Let S1 the highest speed realized, SX the speed of the TEAM X et SSX the score related to the speed of 

the TEAM X: 

SSX= SX /S1 *1000 in points 

Let P1 the highest payload realized, PX the payload of the TEAM X and SPX the score related to the 

payload of the TEAM X: 

SPX= PX /P1 *1000 in points 

Let C1 the lowest fuel consumption realized, CX the fuel consumption of the TEAM X and SDX the 

score related to the fuel consumption of the TEAM X: 

SCX= C1/CX *1000 (in points) 

Let SX, the total score of the team X for one leg:  

SX = α * SSX+ β * SPX+ γ * SCX + Bonusx - Malusx 

With the following weighing factors: 

- α=1 

- β=1.2 

- γ=2 

5- Noise test 

This test aims to compare the noise level of the challenge competitors during the noisiest flight 

phase (take off and  downwind).  

WEATHER LIMITATION : 

Crosswind <5kt 

Average wind <10kt 

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION : 

Flap : free 

Pax = 2 (1 pilot + 1 organizer that will note the engine speed and the altitude)  

Fuel Quantity=  at least 50% 

TEST INSTALLATION : 

 

 

 Runway 

Axis 

2 sonometers Taxiway 
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PASSES : 

The highest noise level in dBA during the pass will be recorded for each pass (take off + Cruise above 

the runway axis). One or two passes by flight phase will be required if the measures are coherent.  

• PASS TAKEOFF (TO): Maximum Takeoff Engine speed 

Pass N° Flight phase 

TO 

Rengine 

(rpm) 

Distance to 

axis 

Main sonometer  

(dBA) 

Second 

sonometer  

To check 

(dBA) 

Average of 2 

passes (with 

similar 

measure) 

Noise - NTO X 

(dBA) 

1      

2      

 

Let NTO 1 the lowest noise level during takeoff, NTO X  the noise level of the TEAM X and SNTO X the 

score related to the noise of the TEAM X: 

SNTO X = NTO 1/ NTO X *1000 (in points) 

• CRUISE (CR at 500ft):  

- Altitude= 500ft QFE (= 1500ft QNH +/- 50ft)  

- Engine Speed = 64% of the maximum engine speed 

- Above the runway axis: Distance to the axis = +/-30m 

Pass N° Flight phase 

CR 

Rengine 

(rpm) 

Distance to 

axis 

Altitude (ft) 

QFE 

Main sonometer  

 (dBA) 

Second 

sonometer  

To check 

(dBA) 

Average of 2 

passes (with 

similar 

measure) 

Noise - NTO X 

(dBA) 

1       

2       

 

Let NCR 1 the lowest noise level during takeoff, NCR X  the noise level of the TEAM X and SNCR X the score 

related to the noise of the TEAM X: 

SNCR X = NCR 1/ NCR X *1000 (in points) 

The winner for the full noise test will have the best score by adding both results: 

SN X = SNTO X  + SNCR X 
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6- General grading for category I and II 

Let S1, the total score of the leg 1. Let S2, the total score of the leg 2. Let S3, the total score of the leg 

3. Let S4, the total score of the leg 4. Let SNX, the score of the total noise test. Let Sx, the total score of 

the team x: 

SX = S1+ S2+ S3+ S4 + SNX (in points) 

7- Second grading (Cat I and II) 

� Criteria: speed (in km/h), payload (in kg), distance (in km) for category I, fuel consumption (in 

L) for category II 

� Score:  for each category and 2 criteria, the differences between the results measured and 

the results announced before the flight will be computed. 

Let ΔS1 the lowest speed differences and ΔSX the differences between announced speed before the 

leg and the measured speed (average) of the participant X. SΔSX the score related to the speed 

difference of the participant X: 

SΔSX= 1/ (1+ (ΔSX - ΔS1)) *1000 in points 

Category I: Let ΔD1 the lowest distance differences and ΔDX the differences between announced 

distance and the measured distance (sum) of the participant X. SΔDX the score related to the distance 

difference of the participant X: 

SΔCX= 1/ (1+ (ΔCX - ΔC1))*1000 in points 

Category II: Let ΔC1 the lowest fuel consumption differences and ΔCX the differences between 

announced fuel consumption after the leg (within 5 min after shut down) and the measured fuel 

consumption (sum) of the participant X. SΔCX the score related to the fuel consumption difference of 

the participant X: 

SΔCX= 1/ (1+ (ΔCX - ΔC1))*1000 in points 

Let SΔX, the total score of participant X:  

SΔX = SΔSX + SΔDX + SΔCX  


